Discover Sea Kayaking
In 2014 Sea Kayaking Cornwall due to numerous
requests has introduced a fun, friendly and safe
way for families, friends, clubs or corporate
groups to DISCOVER the AMAZING world of sea
kayaking, while exploring all the natural wonders
of the Cornish coastline.
The emphasis of the day is on basic safe tuition
allowing the individual to overcome fear and
build confidence in safe water, after which the
majority of the day is spent kayaking along the
coastline or into many of the sea estuaries, the
day is aimed at having “fun” in a safe
environment while enjoying the abundance of
bird and marine life with an aim to find that
pristine picnic spots, private beach or perfectly
located Cornish pub for lunch.
Discovery days are suitable for all levels from
beginner to experienced club paddlers, corporate
group or families wishing to get out and Discover
sea kayaking and the Cornish coast.
Our world class reputation and guides will
convert you into a sea kayaker as they share their
knowledge passion and adventures with you,
while keeping you ALL safe on the water.
Discover days can be customized and flexible for
group bookings allowing you the freedom to
learn and DISCOVER the wonderful world, sea
kayaking opens up for you…………………

What it includes
Experienced, qualified and professional guide/s
Land based safety and instructional briefing prior
to entering the water! Sea Kayaks, Paddles,
buoyancy aid, Spray decks, Wetsuits and Cags

Experience needed
You need no previous kayaking experience.

Location and times
We will all meet at 0930 at the Sea Kayaking
Cornwall shop to discuss the plans, meet
everyone on the course and get you kitted up.
We normally aim to finish around 1600, although
this may be later if the group has gone from a
location other than Falmouth.
The Sea Kayaking Cornwall shop is at Dove House,
Tregoniggie Industrial Estate, Falmouth TR11 4SN.
To find us, follow signs to Falmouth which will
take you past ASDA. At the next roundabout (with
the big anchor and cannons on it), take the
second exit towards Budock Water. Continue
straight across the double roundabouts. After
about 200m turn left into Tregoniggie Industrial
Estate. We are down the hill on the left.

What to bring
Packed lunch – unless you are a group booking,
with a request for a pub/café lunch stop.
Hot Drink / Water – minimum 1,5 litre per person
Sunscreen, Hat
Change of clothes
Water shoes / trainers

